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ABSTRACT 
Electronic packaging and interconnects for high performance devices, such as 
computers and RF/microwave devices, is an area that recently has hit the forefront of 
electronic design. The use of bond wires to connect the leadframe pins to the die is 
very common for various hermetic packagings of modem RF/microwave integrated 
circuits because of the rather simple and reliable processes involved. At high 
frequencies, however, the parasitics involved are not negligible and consequently limit 
the external performance of packaged devices. Furthermore, poor grounding 
conditions can also significantly change the electrical performance of the circuits. All 
these effects must be included in the early design stages. Li order to avoid costly 
design cycles, an electromagnetic approach becomes attractive to accurately predict 
the performance of a packaged circuit. 
Recently, many contributions have been made in the full-wave analysis of 
package and interconnects. However, most of them presented analysis of one aspect of 
packaging, but very few accounted for multiple interacting structures of a complete 
package mounted on printed circuit board. 
The objective of this project is therefore to investigate the combined effects of 
bond wires, leads and grounding vias on circuit performances by computer simulation 
based upon the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method. Current source and 
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) as the Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABCs) are 
employed in the formulation. Finally, an improved grounding configuration is 
proposed and verified by experiments. 
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^ ^ ^ ^ Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the design of Monolithic Microwave Litegrated Circuits (MMICs), the 
desired circuit performance can be easily degraded as the spacing between the 
components is reduced. Besides, the presence of discontinuities like bends and 
junctions inside the circuit are also influential parameters that should be handled 
accurately. Furthermore, the circuit performance could also be affected by the package 
design of the IC. Various research have been published in the area of IC packaging 
such as the investigation of the effects of bond wires [1,2], via holes [2-4], lead 
connection [5,6], etc. However, very limited work were done on the study of the 
design ofIC packaging in a sense that the effects of circuit discontinuities, bond wires, 
lead and ground vias are integrated altogether [7,8]. The aim of this project is therefore 
to explore some of the important features in IC package design by computer simulation 
based upon the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method [9]. FDTD is 
employed for the sake of its robustness and versatility. In order to perform simulation 
of open structure with reasonable amount of memory, the computational domain is 
enclosed by absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) [10]. Li this work, the recently 
proposed perfectly matched layer (PML) technique [11] is used as the ABC. 
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Frequency characteristic of the prototypes is then examined with respect to design 
methodologies and compared with the experimental data. 
The course of the research will be covered in detail in the coming chapters. 
Chapter 2 describes the configuration of the IC package and fixture under 
investigation. The circuit die is usually embedded in a plastic case and is connected to 
the external circuit (printed circuit board) by means of bond wires and leads. 
Degradation of circuit performance produced by these discontinuities will be 
examined. 
Chapter 3 gives a brief account of the Finite-Difference Time-Domain 
algorithm. The accuracy of the FDTD code is verified using illustrative examples such 
as dipole antenna, microstrip line and planar passive circuit. 
In Chapter 4, effects of different allocation of ground vias are studied. 
Furthermore, modelling of the composite structure (PCB-MMIC) based upon the 
standard circuit elements from HP MDS (Microwave Design System) are suggested. 
Finally, an optimal configuration of ground via location is proposed based on the 
results obtained from simulation and experiments. 
Chapter 5 gives a summary of this work and Chapter 6 shows a few possible 
directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
PACKAGING EFFECTS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
2.1 The Structure of the IC Package 
Figure 2.1 shows the internal design of a typical integrated circuit (IC) for high 
frequency applications [6,13,14]. 
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Figure 2.1 Top diagram of a typical IC 
The die is situated at the central region of a metal piece which is usually known 
as the paddle. The paddle acts as the ground plane of the chip. Generally speaking, the 
die is made of either silicon or gallium arsenide. The normal size of the die is about 2 
mm by 2 mm and roughly 200 i^m thick. The connections between the bond pads 
(along the periphery of the die) and the pin leads are made by means of bond wires. 
The diameter of the bond wire is about 25 i^m and is usually made of gold or silver 
[2,15]. In some package design, these single bond wire connections are replaced by 
double wires connections or strip [16]. The whole package is usually embedded in a 
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plastic or ceramic enclosure to protect the circuit against mechanical stress, moisture 
and chemicals. In some designs, the surface of the package is metallized to provide 
shielding from electromagnetic interference (EMI) and also to remove excessive heat 
generated by the circuit [16: • 
As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, the connection path can be viewed as a combination 
of multiple sections of transmission line of different characteristic impedances, and 
hence impedance mismatch is always present. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ " ^ " " " ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 2.2 Different sections of transmission line from PCB to IC: 
(a) microstrip on PCB, (b) pin outside IC, (c) bond pad, 
(d) bond wire, and (e) microstrip on substrate inside IC 
In additional to the impedance mismatch between different section of 
transmission lines, signal distortion is also caused by discontinuities like bends, steps 
in width and junctions along the connection path. At low GHz frequencies, these 
discontinuities are modelled as lumped inductance andA>r capacitance. Their effects 
become severe and cannot be ignored as the operating frequency is increased [22]. 
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2.2 Microstrip Discontinuities 
In circuit analysis, the discontinuities are usually modelled as lumped RLC 
elements. Some commonly found discontinuities and their models are illustrated in 
Fig. 2.3. Closed form expressions for calculating these model parameters have been 
obtained elsewhere using numerical analysis or curve fitting [17-20,23]. In this 
section, the models and expressions representing some commonly found 
discontinuities are described. 
In the right-angled bend in Fig. 2.3, the series inductance Lb accounts for the 
quarter tum at the comer. The shunt capacitor Q comes from the square patch 
bounded by the planes Tj and T2. The closed form expressions for Lb and Q are 
reported by Gupta et al [17]. 
L, f [¥ ) 
^ ( n H / m ) = 100 4, — -4.21 (2.1) 
h \ V h J 
� 1 4 ~ + 12.5)1 — (1.83& 一 2.25) 0.02s^ W 
Q W + " ^ ( f o r j < l ) 
F @ F / m ) = VT ^ ； 
(9.5~ + L25)f + 5.2~ + 7 (for — > 1) 
1 h 
(2.2) 
where Wis> the width of the microstrip, h is the thickness of the substrate, and 
Sr is the dielectric constant of the substrate. 
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In the case of a symmetrical gap, the capacitor Ca is responsible for the fringing 
field at the open end (plane Ti or T2). The coupling capacitance Cb is significant when 
the separation S is small compared with the width W. A set of implicit expressions for 
evaluating the values of Ca and Ct by Garg and Bahl is shown below [18:. 
For Sr_ = 9.6. 0.5 < W/h < 2 and 0.1 < S/W< 1: 
C > F / m ) = ^ (2.3a) 
2C —C 
C,(pF/m)= -^ - (2.3b) 
C f c�Me 
^ m ) = y e � (2.4a) 
C / S^^° 
^ ( p F / m ) = [ - j ek� (2.4b) 
^ m^  = 0.8675 
< l 2 . ( 4 p G i 2 ( f o r 0 . 1 . - . 0 . 3 ) (2.5a) 
V hJ 
1.565 
^e 二 /_^ X0.16 - 1 c 
^‘^ 003 ( f o r 0 . 3 < - < l ) (2.5b) 
、=1.97 —学 ^ 
. h 
‘ r � （ r ) -
m�=— 0.6191og — -0.3853 
L � " � （2.6) 
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and for 2.5 < 6V< 15: 
f e \ 0.9 
Q ( . . ) ( p F / m ) = C . y 
^ , X 0.8 (2.7) 
Q(. . )03F/m) = C . [ ^ J 
、 
where Ce and Co are the values obtained in (2.4a) and (2.4b) respectively. 
For the cases of step in width and T-junction, the expressions for the 
parameters Lj, L2, Cs and Cr are [17,18], 
Q J(lO.llog& +2 .33) | -12 .61og&-3 .17 (for^^<10;1.5<^<3.5) 
7 ^ 愤 / m) = i i3oiog(^) 一 44 ( f o r � = 9.6;3.5 < f < 10) 
(2.8) 
L,(nH/m)= ；^^  L^ 
〜 、 （2.9) 
L,(nH/m)= ；^ L, 
^ml 十 Lfn2 
where Lmi and Lm2 are the line inductances of microstrip line sections and Ls is given 
by[19], 
L. f W, ) W, (W, V 
~ f (nH / m) = 40.5 ： ^ - 1 - 32.57 l n ^ + 0.2 ~ ^ - 1 (2.10) 
h V ^1 y w^ V w^ y 
The expressions of the T-junction, for 25 < Zo < 100, 1 < Wi/h < 2 and 0.5 
< W2/h < 2, are given by [17] 
Q 100 
— (p¥/m) =——7 ^+0.64Zo-261 (2.11) 
W, ^ tanh(o.0072Zo) 
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L 妒2「炉2广 ^1 � 0 . 0 1 6 , — � � ( n H / m ) = - �子 - 0 . 0 1 6 ^ + 0 . 0 6 4 + - ^ L^, (2.12) 
h h h V h J ^ 
T �/^ w \ w W (W n \ 
—(nH / m) = 0.12"f - 0.47 ^ + 0.195— - 0.357 + 0.283 sin 十-0.75;r l ^ , 
h [v h 乂 h h V n 乂」 
(2.13) 
The equivalent circuit of the cross junction is the most complicated. The 
inductors Lj, L2 and L3 are associated with the inductive effects by the edges. The 
capacitor C represents the capacitance of the patch bounded by the four planes Ti, T2, 
T3 and T4. Equations for these parameters are suggested in [19,20] for dielectric 
constant of 9.6, and are listed as follows: 
‘一 1 — 、 1 
c 1 W, (WX^ W, fw;y fK fW,)"3 0.5 W,f m) 
- (pF/m) = - l 37.61—-13.42 ^ +159.38 ki—+ — + 7 4 ^ + 130^  ^ -60 + ^ - 0 3 7 5 ^ 1 —— 
W, ) 4] h \hJ h \ h) h V hJ f h V h) 
(2.14) 
卞 ] ^ _ 3 
L w, \w^ (w,y w. w, (wX~2 
^ ( n H / m ) = <^  165.6— + 31.2. — -1L8 — ^ - 3 2 ^ + 3} ^ 
h h V h \ h y h h \ h 乂 �L —J > 
(2.15) 
L, [r w. 1 ^ f B ^ v l ^ 2 ^ ] f w , y ^ 
+ ( n H / m ) H 165.6^ + 31.2,^-11.8 — ^ - 3 2 ^ + 3 } 子 
h h V h V h y h h \ h 乂 
V>L J J 
(2.16) 
L ( 7) 1 w 「；？！“广 W\ 
^ ( n H / m ) = -337.5+ 1 + ^  ^ - 5 ^ c o s - 1 . 5 - ^ (2.17) 
h \ ~iJi h L2v //乂」 
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Figure 2.3 Some common microstrip discontinuities (left} 
and their models (right) 
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Figure 2.3(contd.) Some common microstrip discontinuities (left) 
and their models (right) 
By the concepts of electromagnetic modelling, it can be asserted that the effects 
of bond wire, IC pin and via holes can be represented by lumped circuit elements as 
shown in Fig. 2.4 [24]. For the bond wire, the inductor Lw models the inductance 
caused by the conductor and the two capacitors Cwi and Cw2 represent the stray 
capacitance associated with the bond pads. Similarly, inductor Lp accounts for the 
inductance produced by the metallic pin and capacitors Cpi and Cp2 represent the 
fringing capacitances at the discontinuities. To model the ground via, a series inductor 
Li is employed to simulate the magnetic field disturbance caused by the hole on the 
microstrip. The shunt inductor L2 represents the inductive retum of ground currents 
from the microstrip to the ground plane. 
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Lw 
g ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ ~ n m _ ^ ^ ^ : ^ 
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Figure 2.4 Lumped circuit model of bond wire, IC pin and ground via 
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It should be pointed out that the lumped circuit element modelling of 
microstrip discontinuities is only a quasi-TEM approximation. This assumption is 
valid for operating frequencies below a few GHz. At higher frequencies, higher order 
model representations are needed due to inhomogeneous nature of the structure. 
Besides, transverse resonance might occur at high frequency and the accuracy 
associated with these models is questionable. However, these models are relatively 
simple to use and require much less computer resources in compared to other 
numerical techniques such as the FDTD method. Hence, they are employed for the 
analysis of the effects of ground vias connection to be described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 
THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN METHOD 
3.1 Basic Theory 
In early days, the electric and magnetic fields inside a system were determined 
by solving Laplace's equation analytically 
V'V = 0 (3.1) 
under given boundary conditions, where V is the scalar electric potential function. The 
boundary conditions are usually set up by the source position and the presence ofmetal 
(also referred to as electric wall) and magnetic wall. Closed form solutions are 
obtained by separation of variables, which is found to be very limited in application. 
Furthermore, problems such as the field distribution in a nonlinear, anisotropic or 
inhomogeneous system cannot be solved by analytical method [25]. For such 
structures like microstrip and MMIC package, numerical methods have to be 
employed. There are several different formulations described in the literature. 
Examples are Method of Moment (MoM), Spectral Domain Approach (SDA), Finite-
Element (FEM), Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) and Transmission Line 
Matrix (TLM) [26] methods. There are pros and cons in choosing the appropriate 
method in solving a specific problem in terms of its feasibility, computer memory and 
time requirement, the ease in pre-processing and post-processing work needed, etc. 
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The FDTD method is a simple and straight forward algorithm that can be used to solve 
a great variety of electromagnetic problems. The major disadvantage ofthis method is 
the large amount of memory and CPU time required. However, as cheaper and faster 
computers are becoming available, the FDTD method has gained much popularity 
nowadays [9,27-29]. 
The FDTD method was first proposed by K. S. Yee in 1966 [9]. In his 
formulation, the whole system is divided into a number of rectangular cells. Each cell 
has six field components (Fig. 3.1). Ex, Ey and E: are electric field components and 7¾, 
Hy and ft are magnetic field components. The coordinates of the cell are marked with 
{i,j, k). On one hand, the three electric field components EJjj,k), Ey{ij,k) and Efy',k) 
are located in the middle of the edges of the cell connecting the point {ij,k). On the 
other hand, the magnetic field components Hx(iJ,k), Hy(iJ,k) and HJjjJi) are placed at 
the centre of its faces which include that point. As a result, the cube described by the 
electric fields and that by the magnetic fields are staggered by half a cell. This is 
known as the leap-frog arrangement. In each cell, under source free condition (J = 0), 
the six components are evaluated by Maxwell's curl equations. 
凍 
V x E = - — (3.2a) 
a 
迅 
V x H = - (3.2b) 
ot 
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Figure 3.1 A Yee's cell and its six field components 
where D is the electric flux density, 
E is the electric field intensity, 
B is the magnetic flux density, and 
H is the magnetic field intensity. 
With the use of the constitutive relations, 
D = sE (3.3a) 
B = |aH (3.3b) 
where s is the permittivity and i^ is the permeability of the material, the field 
components are calculated by performing arithmetic operations to the discretized form 
of (3.2a) and (3.2b) repeatedly. Li each cycle, the magnetic field components are found 
in the first half time step {n + \ ) and the electric field components are then determined 
in the next half time step {n + 1)，as listed in (3.4a-f). 
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f C * ( U , . ( R / , M ) + ^ K " ( / " , “ * ) - ^ , M - ^ - ^ [ ^ . " + *，‘^ " - i 4 
(3.4a) 








E:%j,k) = E:{iJ^ky^[H;%i^^^^^ 
(3.4f) 
The boundary of the system is set by either perfect electric conductor (PEC), 
perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) or absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). 
Combining (3.4a-f) and the boundary conditions, together with the source condition, 
the field distribution in the whole system can be obtained. Useful data like voltages 
and currents may then be extracted. The issues on boundary conditions, source set-up 
and data extraction will be discussed in later sections. 
The accuracy of the algorithm can be shown from the nature of the 
discretization ofMaxwell's equations [27]. Without loss of generality, let u{x) be one 
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of the components in (3.4a-f). By Taylor series expansion and mean value theorem, we 
obtain 
f Ax) (� Ax dix (Ax)2 d^u (Ax)3 d、u 
U X + = u{x) + — + :r + ~"— TY 
V 2 ) � , " 2 3c r, 8 dx" 48 ^ ' , 
X,t x,t x,t ^i,t 
(3.5a) 
^ Ax) , � Ax du (Ax)2 d^u (Ax)^  d^u 
u X — =w(^0 — + r- — r-
V 2) V " " 2 dXxt 8 汰2 48 ^ 3 
x,t x,t x,t ^,? 
(3.5b) 
( ^ x \ ( ^x\ 
for some values of Li and ^ between x - - and x + - . Subtracting (3.5b) 
V 2 y V 2 y 
from (3.5a) and dividing both side by Ax, we get 
( A x ) ( ^ 
U X + — U X — , �2 �3 V 2 乂 V 2 乂 du (Ax) d u ,^ , � = — — + - (3.6) 
Ax 3c “ 24 3c , 
“ 6 ,t 
t f Ax^ f Ax) 
for ^3 between x - — and x + — . This is known as the central difference 
V 2 y V 2 y 
approximation for first order partial derivative. Rearranging (3.6) gives, 
f Ax) f Ax) 
u x + ——-U X -—— 
du V 2 y V 2 y r/. \2i ,、„、 
— = +0(Av)2 (3.7) 
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4 ( A x ) 1 = - ^ ' ^ (3.8) 
[ �^ J 24 A、’， 
The term 0[(Ax)^] represents the discretization error. It tends to zero as the square of 
Ax. So the error introduced by Yee's algorithm in spatial discretization is of second 
order. 
In a similar manner, the approximation of (3.4a-f) in time can be shown as， 
f AA f AA 
u t + ——一 u t -—— 
f = � 2 � / 2 ) +^A,)2] (3.9) 
^ x,, Af 
X 
Therefore, the approximation made by Yee's algorithm is second order 
accurate in both time and space. 
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3.2 Stability Criterion 
Besides accuracy, the stability of a numerical method is of vital importance. If 
the method is not numerically stable, the values computed will diverge indefinitely 
after some time steps. 
In the pioneering work by Yee [9], it was stated that the distance the wave 
travels in one time step carmot be greater than the diagonal of the cell, in order to make 
Yee's algorithm stable. Mathematically, 
v ^ Nt < # ) 2 + ( A y ) 2 + ( A z ) 2 (3.10) 
where Vmax is the maximum wave speed in the system. It is equal to the speed oflight 
in vacuum for a free-space region, 
A, is the time increment, and 
Ax, Aj^  and Az are the space increments of the algorithm. 
However, it was pointed out by Taflove and Browin in 1975 that the condition 
of (3.10) is wrong and should be changed to (3.11) [30]. 
v ^ A / S � 1~ ~ \ 1 (3.11) 
J ( A ^ + ^ > ; f + ( A z f 
This condition can be derived by considering time and space eigenvalue 
problems. For convenience, let i^ = 1, s = 1 and v ^ = 1. From Maxwell's equations 
(3.2a-b), we get 
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^jL| 
V x E = -—— (3.12a) 
dt 
^ 
V x H = - (3.12b) 
dt 
Consider a linear combination of (3.12a) and (3.12b), 
y v x ( H . y E ) = y f . f 
f \ (3.13) 
= • + y.E) 
— ~ ~ ~ ~ d t ~ ~ 
where j = 4 ^ . The expression in (3.13) can be treated as a pair of eigenvalue 
problems 
o 
- V = lV (3.14a) 
numerical 
y V | _ , x V = AV (3.14b) 
with X to be the eigenvalue and V to be the eigenvector which is equal to (H + y.E). 
First, let us consider the time eigenvalue equation (3.14a). The central-
difference discretization to this equation is 
d v"+i — y"-' 
^ y = ^ " ^ " " ^ = 2V" (3.15) 
mmericaI,t=nAt 
In [30], the growth factor was defined by 
y"+i y« 
� = 7 = F (3.16) 
Substitution of (3.16) to (3.15) and factoring out V", a quadratic equation in q is 
obtained 
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q^ -XAtq-l = 0 (3.17) 
The solution of (3.17) is readily resulted. 
从 , 土 7 义 2 _ 2 + 4  
q = — (3.18a) 
or q = a i ^ U + a! (3.18b) 
1 . Mt 
by putting a = - ^ . 
^ 
The stability of the algorithm requires that q < 1. This condition can always be 
achieved [27] if a is purely imaginary and 
- l < I m ( a ) < l (3.19) 
In this case, a can be written asyim(a) in (3.18b). We now obtain 
q 二 v'Im(^ 0 士 ^/l — [Im(a)]2 (3.20) 
The magnitude of q will be 
q\ = y[lm(^)]' + 1 - [lm{a)f ^ 1 (3.21) 
AAt 
Thus it meets the stability requirement. Substituting a = -^ into (3.19), we get the 
^ 
condition for time discretization. 
- ^ < I m U ) < ^ (3.22) 
Af A^  
Next, we consider the space eigenvalue equation (3.14b). Let 
V|"，K=\V'('“—Z''+'A) (3.23) 
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represent an arbitrary lattice spatial mode. The central difference discretization to 
(3.14b) ends up with 
“ f k , A x ^ . (K^y] (kM -
sin ^ Sin 丁 sin ~ ^ 
\ 2 y V L y V 2 y , ^^  ^^ ^ 
- 2 i + j + k x V U . = ; i V , , . 
Ax Ay J Az i,J,K i,J,K 
(3.24) 
where i, j and k are unit vectors along the coordinate axes. After the vector cross 
product is performed and component equations are expressed, the solution for X can be 
obtained from 
“ J k ^ ^ x \ . 2f^y^y] . ,fK^) sin' ^ sm2 丁 sin2 今 
. V 2 y V 丄 / V 2 y ,^  ^ ” 
^ = " n ^ ~ + ~ W " + " ^ (3.25) 
For all possible values of propagation constants kx, ky and kz, the eigenvalue X has to be 
purely imaginary and 
r i 1 r ~ ‘ � r i i r ~ 
-2 ^ ^ + ^ ^ + ^ ^ < I m U ) < 2 7 - ^ + 7 - ^ + 7 - ^ (3.26) 
(^Ax)^  (Ay)2 (Az)2 ^|(Ax)2 (Ay)' (Azy 
It was claimed in [27] that the range in (3.26) for spatial discretization must be 
contained wholly by that of (3.22), in order to ensure numerical stability for arbitrary 
spatial mode. Hence, 
i w ' W ' W ' ^ (3.27) 
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or At< 1 : (3.28) 
�1 1 1 
Y ( A ^ + " f ^ + ( A ^ 
After the denormalization of (3.28) with Vmax, the stability condition (3.11) is derived. 
v ^ A “ 「 1 — — \ 1 (3-11) 
“ + ( ^ + ( A ^ 
Usually, the set up of spatial increments Ax, Ay and Az depends on the field 
resolution in space that is wished to achieve. However, the time increment At cannot 
be too large to reduce the computation time as it is clear from (3.11) that this set up is 
restricted by the spatial increments in order to produce stable solutions. 
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3.3 Formulation of Source 
FDTD simulation needs a source of excitation. As FDTD is a time domain 
method, the source is therefore a function of time. The source function is usually 
sinusoidal or pulse shaped like Gaussian and raised cosine functions, depending on the 
application required. Besides, the source of excitation can be formulated in a number 
of different ways [31]. Three common approaches, namely electric field source 
[12,36], source with lumped circuit elements [32,33] and ideal current source [34] will 
be covered briefly in the following section. 
A. Source Function 
(i) Sinusoidal 
This is a simple function of excitation and has the form 
e{nM) = A coilnfnM + ¢) (3.29) 
where A is the amplitude, f is the frequency and 伞 is the phase of the source. The 
subject e{nM) of (3.29) is the field component that is set by the source. It can be an 
electric field component for voltage source, a magnetic field component for magnetic 
source or a current density function for current source. This kind of source can provide 
time variation of the field components at a particular signal frequency. However, it 
cannot provide frequency variation as it needs a wide band of information. 
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(ii) Gaussian Pulse 
Single tone excitation is quite limited in application. Wide band characteristics 
of structures are the most useful information. One solution is to run several 
simulations with sinusoidal excitation of different frequencies. However, this is 
extremely time consuming. An alternative method is to use impulsive rather than 
sinusoidal source. In signal theory, the frequency domain transfer function is related to 
the input of a Dirac's impulse function which will produce the impulse response of a 
linear system through Fourier transformation. In other words, wide band 
characteristics can thus be obtained in a single simulation by using impulse function as 
the excitation and taking Fourier transform of the data afterwards. Unfortunately, the 
impulse function cannot be directly implemented in FDTD for two reasons. Firstly, 
the impulse function cannot be expressed well mathematically as its amplitude tends to 
infinity and its duration approaches zero. Secondly, even if it is set by 
e(nAO = <"X^  i f " = #G (3.30) 
0 otherwise 
to make a pulse area of unity. The sudden transition of e{nM) from {No - 1) to No as 
well as that from No to {No + 1) give out spurious solutions. Figure 3.2 shows the 
electric field wave-forms at three different position along a uniform microstrip line 
when the pulse described by (3.30) was launched. The appearance of sustained high 
frequency of oscillation in the figure indicates the spurious solution by the abrupt 
transitions. 
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In order to prevent the occurrence of the spurious solution, a pulse function 
with smooth transition must be used. The Gaussian pulse is most commonly used in 
FDTD simulation. The mathematical form of the function is 
(—-,0)2 
e(nAt) = Ae' ^' (3.31) 
In this equation, to specifies the time instant when the pulse magnitude is maximum. 
The variable Tis related to the width of the pulse (Figure 3.3). The smaller the value of 
T, the narrower the pulse will be, and hence the more the Gaussian pulse resembles the 
unit impulse. According to [35], the maximum frequency of the spectrum that can be 
used is given by 
/ 醒 = 4 (3.32) 
Therefore, the pulse duration related parameter T can be set up by considering the 
frequency range of the characteristics that is needed to be determined. 
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Figure 3.2 Time profile of an impulse propagating along microstrip line 
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Figure 3.3 Gaussian Pulse Function 
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Cautions should be taken in choosing the Gaussian source in actual simulation. 
First of all, parameters to and T should be well selected so that there will not be rapid 
change of values at the start of the program. Experience tells us that the value of(to - T) 
should be longer than 100A, in order not to generate nonphysical oscillation due to that 
abrupt change. Figure 3.4 shows the difference between good and bad settings of 
Gaussian source parameters. 
1 1 z I ^ X 1 [ I I I I I J^ ^^ \ ‘ 
0 .9 - / \ 一 0.9 - ( \ -
�.8- I \ - �‘8- / \ -
0.7 — / \ - 0.7 - / \ 
0.6 - / \ - 0.6 - / \ -
/ \ I \ 
0.5 - j \ - 0.5 - j \ -
0.4 - / \ - 0 .4 - j/ \ -
r T y ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ j<~~T “ T *\ 0-3 - h 1 \ - 0.3 - / \ -
\ { t o - T ) p \ 
0.2 - \ \ - 0.2 - J \ 
0.1 - *^^""^>>^  - 0.1 - yZ -
abrupt turn on r<*l____ 
0 —— - 0 —— . ‘ — 
smooth turn on 
-0.1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 -0.1 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 100 200 300 400 500 0 100 200 300 400 500 
Numbe r of Time S t e p s N u m b e r of Time S t e p s 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.4 Gaussian source function of (a) poor setting (to = 200，T= 200)，and 
(b) good setting (to = 300, T= 150) 
Second, the parameter T should not be set too small. If it is set so, the pulse will 
behave like the unit impulse like in Figure 3.2 because the rise and fall of the pulse is 
too steep, hi other words, the pulse width cannot be assigned too narrow in the 
simulation. Figure 3.5 shows the Gaussian pulse propagating along the microstrip line 
for comparison with Figure 3.2. The signal at the far end is still pulse-shaped, although 
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it is different from ideal Gaussian function because of the dispersion of microstrip 
structure. 
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Figure 3.5 Time profile of a Gaussian pulse propagating along microstrip line 
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B. Source Realization 
(i) Electric Field Source 
This is done by simply setting the electric field variables by the function such 
as (3.29) and (3.31), replacing the discretized Maxwell's equation (3.4d), (3.4e) or 
(3.4f), at the source location [12,36]. For example, in dipole antenna, the source 
function is set in the gap between them. In microstrip problem as shown in Fig. 3.6, 
the vertical electric field components (E^ in the figure) under the metal strip (as shown 
in the region labelled as source plane) in the substrate are excited [12]. 
r  
y ^ ' ^ ^ . ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ f i 9 
^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ 
"气 m 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Source Plane 
Figure 3.6 Electric field excitation for microstrip problem 
From the fundamental relation between electric field intensity E and potential 
difference V, 
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or in discretized form referred from Figure 3.6， 
V = -Y,B,{ky^z (3.34) 
1=0 
it is clear that it behaves as an ideal voltage source. For pulse excitation, this type is 
effective in simulating uniform microstrip line. However, it is troublesome for other 
structure where there are some reflected pulses coming back to the source. From 
(3.31) and also Figure 3.5, it is apparent that the source term will only die down to zero 
long after the peak has been reached. The near to zero field components on the source 
plane, in fact, acts as short circuit or a perfect electric conductor (PEC). As a result, the 
returning pulses will experience reflections which are not due to the structure 
investigated, but the source itself. This is referred to as retro-reflection. One way to 
remedy this situation is to place the source sufficiently far away from the nearest 
discontinuity where the first reflection takes place, and then switch back to equations 
(3.4d-f) on the source plane after the pulse has been adequately launched [27]. This 
plane will become as normal as other locations under the metal strip. The size of the 
computational space will then be increased. Also, the execution time required will 
also be lengthened as it takes longer for the pulse to travel to and fro. In addition, a 
considerable amount of abrupt transition would be brought out by the switching action 
which may cause spurious solution like in Fig. 3.2. 
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(ii) Lumped Sources 
In some cases, it is hoped to simulate the frequency response by the actual 
applied source. The source can be viewed as an ideal voltage source in series with an 
internal resistor. Consider the case shown in Fig. 3.7, along the vertical edge of each 
cell in the middle of the source plane, let Vs be the applied voltage and Rs be the source 
resistance. Consequently, the microstrip line is excited by a voltage source of Vsh with 
an internal resistance of Rsh. The voltage-current relationship of the cells containing 
this edge is [33] 
«+i Az / «+i ” , V/+5  
L = E^ + E, , + (3.35) 
”,j,k 2Rs zu,k - ij,kj Rs 
人 身 一 
^ - ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ W I  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r 
个 , , J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Mz j ^ ^ ^ ^ j | j | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
BiWMB^ W^MjM I^^ Mffl|^ WBWB8^  
Source Plane 
Figure 3.7 Microstrip line excited by a resistive voltage source 
Using the relationship between current _4 and current density Jz, 
1 1 "+* 
j "+i = ^�j,k /3 36) 
z i,j,k _ AxAy . ) 
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and the Maxwell's equation involving the current density Jz, 
^ 
V x H = J + S":r (3.37) 
a 
the discretized equation for E p � f r o m (3.4f) is replaced by (3.39) as the steps follow, 
“ � " 1 "+• AZ I «+l n 1 «4 S /7+1 n 
• ( • x _ . z J ,， # = ¾ ^ ^ ^ ',M +1 u , | ^ j ; ^ ^ s ,，,, +工(五2 , , , - E z ,，,J 
(3.38) 
„+i 2sR,AxAy - AtAz „ 2A, 飞了 "+{ lR^t^l^ybi \ . . 1"+全 
E 二 E — V^ 2 + ^—— (V X H) • z 
z i,j,k 2sRsAxAy + AtAz ‘'’人众 IsR^AxAy + AtAz ^ ~人众 IsR^AxAy + AtAz L �,.，人众 
(3.39) 
The term including the curl operation can be discretized as in (3.41) 
r, � Ay+全々///++ m:'i 
( V x H ) . z = ^ - ^ (3.40) 
L J',M ^ i,j,k ^ u,k 
n+\ n+\ „+丄 # 1 
� .n-| H^ -H^ H 2 —H 2 
( V x H ) . z 二 ~ ^ ^ ~ ^ y _ j ^ _ _ j ^ _ _ _ 1 ^ (3.41) 
L �u , k ^ Ay 
Putting (3.41) into (3.39), the expression is now completely discretized and solved by 
computer. 
This method can be used to model the situation in actual measurement. The 
reflection at the source plane as discussed in the last subsection can be eliminated 
provided the source impedance is matched to the characteristic impedance of the 
microstrip feed. However, as the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line 
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(iii) Current Source 
Another approach is to use ideal current source as the excitation (Fig. 3.8) [34]. 
" . ^ 
Source Plane 
Figure 3.8 Microstrip line excited by ideal current source 
The formulation is simply done by setting the excitation like (3.29) or (3.31) into the 
conduction current density term Js into the Maxwell's equation 
现 
V x H = Js + s - (3.42) ct 
By this means, the source impedance is matched nicely to the microstrip feed at 
all frequency. Consider the pulse excitation, as the source dies down, the current term 
Js tends zero. The equation (3.42) on the source plane retums to normal source free 
equation (3.43) like in other sections of the line. 
况 
V x H = ^ — (3.43) 
{^ 
Therefore, source mismatch is eliminated and there is no need to perform switching 
artificially as in electric field source case. 
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C. Source Placement 
Previous work from [31,34,36] and experience reveal that the source position 
cannot be the same as the incident port. The source plane should be placed sufficiently 
far away from the incident port where data are extracted. The distance is usually above 
20 - 30 cells. This is because the values of the field components in the vicinity of the 
source are forced numerically and do not fit into the physical situation. It takes time 
and space for the numerical values to converge to the physical ones. So it is important 
to ensure the source is placed far enough. This can be checked by plotting the 
characteristic impedances or effective dielectric constants calculated at various points 
along the microstrip line [34,36], as shown in Figure 3.9 for instance. 
l2j [ j“1 1 1 1 1 1  
\ : o 0 Current Source 
\ ； 乂~^ Electric Field Source 
” I! 
"E i^^  
r.....—！....—jR^—丨............:.—.....丨...........丨....—.-
•f / ； "%:;:r"^;";T>^ _^ ： ； 
19- 7 ; '^ -^ i^r;tr^ -^ x_r…丨 -
1 ： / I 一 ~ ~ ^ = = ^ ^ " - — ^ ‘ 
1 i / 
£ 8- ;"y ； ： ： -
i 丨 丨 
QI i i i i i i i  
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Number of Cells away from the Source 
Figure 3.9 Variation of effective dielectric constant of a microstrip line 
against the distance where it was calculated. (The microstrip line is of width = 
75fjm, substrate thickness = lOOjLan and dielectric constant = 13, It was excited by 
two different methods. Note that the current source approach gives a faster 
convergence,) 
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3.4 Parameter Extraction 
The FDTD algorithm alone only determines the values of electric and magnetic 
fields in time domain. Of more importance are voltage, current, characteristic 
impedance, effective dielectric constant and scattering parameters. These can be 
obtained from the field quantities by FDTD [12,27,33,35]. The methods will be 
discussed in the following subsections. 
A. Voltage and Current 
The basic definition of voltage from point xi to x2 is the negative line integral of 
electric field component along a path from xi to xj. 
^2 
F = - f E # d l (3.44) 
J 
1^ 
Usually, the line integral of (3.44) is taken along the straight line in the middle of the 
metal strip. Taking other paths like at the edge of the strip is less accurate at high 
frequency as higher order mode of propagation exists. Li the example shown in Figure 
3.10, the voltage can be expressed as 
h-l「 ( ^ _|_ ^  \ -
V{x = 1) = - X E^ /,———-,^ *Az (3.45) 




Wy4v ^2^y y 
Figure 3.10 Voltage calculation of microstrip line (at x = 1) 
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As a counterpart, the definition of current is the loop integration of magnetic 
field components along the path andjust around the metal strip carrying the current. 
I = j n ^ d l (3.46) 
For the microstrip case as shown in Fig. 3.11, the contour of integration is a 
rectangle just enclosing the whole microstrip. Equation (3.46) now becomes 
^ 2 . � 
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Figure 3.11 Loop integration of magnetic field for calculation of current 
(at X 二 /) (The current in the metal strip is flowing out ofpaper in the figure) 
It is easy to see that the loop of integration must encircle the whole microstrip. 
Otherwise, the calculated current will be less than the actual one. However, the loop 
cannot be too large as displacement current in the non-metal area within the loop will 
be taken into account in the calculation. 
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B. Characteristic Impedance 
The characteristic impedance of a microstrip section is a function of frequency. 
As mentioned in Part A(ii) of Section 3.3, the frequency characteristics can be obtained 
by taking Fourier transform to the time domain data upon a pulse excitation. The 
characteristic impedance ZQco) is simply the ratio of the transformed voltage V(Jco) and 
its transformed current IQ'co) [12,27,33]. 
/ 、厂(>) 
z[jo)) = - ^ (3.48) 
Ai^) 
The time domain voltage and current are determined using (3.45) and (3.47) 
respectively. However, the magnetic fields and electric fields are interleaved by half a 
cell according to Yee's algorithm. Therefore, it is more accurate to take average of two 
adjacent loop integration to the magnetic fields in order to represent the current at the 
same point as the voltage is taken. 
/ � I(i,j,k) + I[i-l,j,k) 
l{iJ,k)= ^ ) 2—^ (3.49) 
Similarly, because the voltage and current are taken half a time step apart, the 
impedance function should be modified to [27] 
, \ W > ) - y ^ 
Z 。 + i ^ e (3.50) 
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C. Effective Dielectric Constant 
The effective dielectric constant of a microstrip is determined by considering 
the relative wave velocity along the metal strip [12]. By taking the vertical electric 
fields at two different positions separated by L, the two field quantities are related to 
each other by (referring to Fig. 3.10) 
五 2 “ + 丄 , ¥ , / ^ - 1 ) 二 五 2 ^ ¥ , / ^ - 1 > - 胁 （ 3 . 5 1 ) 
V 2 y V z J 
where jQ'co) is the propagation function of the microstrip line. After taking Fourier 
transform and some arithmetic operations to the above equation, 
1 E , ( M X p + L ) 
r[jo)) 二 —7ln~^;"y"^ ^ (3.52) 
L E\jco,x^) 
The propagation function is generally a complex quantity and so it can be expressed in 
two real functions a{oS) and 风略 
r{jco) = a{co) + jfi{cD) (3.53) 
The effective dielectric constant Sreffi^  then found by 
[ M f 
^reff =^V^ (3.54) 
，1 ① >^ 0^ 0 
where ^o 二 4^ x 10'^  Hm] is the permeability and 8o = 8.854 x 10'^ ^ Fm"^  is the 
permittivity in free space. 
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D. Scattering Parameters 
Scattering parameters, or s-parameters are used to describe the system by 
incident and reflected waves of its ports. 
1^ 1^1 ^ 12 ••• ^ln ^1 
2^ 2^1 ^22 ... ^2n ^2 
3^ *^31 ^32 …^3n 3^ 
. = ... . (3.55) 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
_Pn_ _^nl Sn2 ... ^nn _ _^n _ 
where au a2, ..., a^ are the incident wave powers to the ports and bi, b2, ..., bn are the 
scattered wave powers (Fig. 3.12). The elements Sn, Su, ... are the s-parameters. 
\ �a 2 � 
• K 
7 i b„ a. ^X b4 
Figure 3.12 A general multi-port network 
In FDTD, the s-parameters are found by calculating the incident voltage Vjnc 
and scattered voltage Vscat at all ports. The parameters are then determined by the 
respective normalized powers. 
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K,scat{j^) 
. / . 、 」 z J M 门⑷ 
U V + " ； ； ~ ~ 7 T T (3.均 
K,inc[jO^) 
机 力 ① 、 
where the impedance functions Zo,m{jco) and Zo,nO'a>) are obtained by the method in the 
last subsection. 
Let us take symmetrical gap in Fig. 2.3 as an example. It is a two port network. 
Because of its symmetry, it can be fully described by *S'n and S21. Also, the widths of 
the two microstrip feeds are both equal to W, so they have the same characteristic 




^ . H = ^ ^ 4 ^ (3-57b) 
K.cM 
The incident voltage Fi^ nc is determined by performing simulation on a microstrip of 
w id th�wi th absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). The structure of interest is then 
simulated, also with ABCs. The scattered voltage Ki,scat is calculated by subtracting 
the incident voltage Fi,inc from the voltage of port 1 of the structure [37,38]. As there 
are negligible amounts of reflection at the boundaries, the voltage of port 2 from the 
structure is equal to the scattered voltage K2,scat. Thus these two simulations provide 
sufficient information to find out the s-parameters of the structure. 
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3.5 Termination and Boundary Treatment 
In this part, several types ofboundary conditions are to be discussed. They are 
perfect electric conductor (PEC), perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) and interface 
between two materials. Another type ofboundary conditions, the absorbing boundary 
conditions (ABCs) will be brought out in the next section. 
A. Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) 
It is well known that the tangential electric fields on a PEC are zero. In FDTD 
formulation, the conductor surface is usually set to be on the face of the Yee's cells. 
The tangential electric fields of the conductor are lying exactly on its surface. The 
presence of metal is simply modelled by setting these electric fields to zero in each 
time step. 
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B. Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) 
When there is a plane of symmetry in the structure of interest, the electric and 
magnetic field patterns will be even and odd symmetric respectively. The plane of 
symmetry becomes a magnetic wall, or PMC. The symmetrical distribution of field 
patterns enables one to obtain the whole picture with only half of the spatial domain 
calculated. This requires much less time and memory. Consider the microstrip line 
example (Fig. 3.13) again. Magnetic wall is present in the middle because of its 
symmetry. The field components on one side, say, the left hand side as shown in the 
figure are evaluated in normal FDTD equations. As shown in Figure 3.13, the ranges 
of y-coordinate for using normal equations are (o < j < w^)for Ex, (o < j < w^)for Ey 
and (0 < j < w^)for Ez, where Wm is the middle position of the section. The magnetic 
wall is realized by setting 
E^{i ,w^+lk) = E^{i ,w^-hk) (3.58a) 
EXhw,,k) = -E^{i ,w^- l ,k) (3.58b) 
E X h w ^ + l k ) = E^{i,w^-l,k) (3.58c) 
z 
I 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ Magnetic Wall 
恤 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
w;4v ^„4y w^4v y 
Figure 3.13 The presence of magnetic wall in the middle of microstrip line 
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C. Interface between Two Materials 
At the interface of two materials with different dielectric constants si and s2, 
the value of dielectric constant should be modified so that the values obtained will be 
more accurate. The modification was proposed and derived by Zhang and Mei [35]. 
Consider the fields as shown in Figure 3.14. 
: ^ g » 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p T ' ' ' ' ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ 
， ^ |Bj|B^j|^fff^p^yfi|^gEa;g^^i^ssBaaaBj^8SgiaaaaaesBH8ggwiice^iSi^asa<gaasiHwagaagsEaaBtaagajHMgweiB8B ^gf0^ 
H/x,y,h-l/2) 
Figure 3.14 A tangential electric field on the interface 
with its neighbouring magnetic fields 
Let £1 be the permittivity of the bottom layer and 6¾ be the value of the top 
region. From Maxwell's equation, the electric field component Ex in the figure is 
expressed as 
每 - 、 - 、 _ 
where Sx is the modified permittivity at the boundary that is wished to derive. The 
above equation can be decomposed into two parts. One considers the bottom layer and 
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the other takes care for the top layer. The tangential electric fields and normal 
magnetic fields are continuous at the interface. So (3.59) can be written as 
dE^ dHz f ^A £, — = ~ ~ - - ^ - (3.60a) 
dt ^ V dz 人 
现 ， d H z ( ^ y ] 厂2了=^丁一 ~ ^ (3.60b) 
a oy V dz 乂2 
( m \ ( m \ 
The terms and represent the operation in each of the two layers. 
V dz 人 V dz J^ 
Performing discretization to these two terms gives 
^ 1 _H^{z = h)-H^{z = h-^) (3 6ia) 
V dz人 竺 
T 
M 二 咖 “ 1 ) 普 办 ) (3.61b) 
1 di人 竺 
2 
Putting (3.61a-b) into (3.60a-b) produces 
。令 =警 -去 [啡 = ' ) -丑加 / ^ - * ) 1 (3.62a) 
dE, dH7 2 / 1� ， �1 
& ^ = f - - K ( z = h + i ) _ H^{z = ")] (3.62b) 
dE^ 
By elimination of - ^ to (3.62a-b), we get an expression for Hy(z = h). 
ct 
H(z = h) = ^ ^ - - - ^ ^ - ^ H ( z = h ^ } ) ^ - ^ H ( z = h-i) 
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By substitution of (3.63) to (3.61a-b) and some manipulations, we obtain 
[ ^ 二 〒 . 警 + ^^^[7/加“*)-丑“2二/^-胡 
V ^ J^ 2^ +^1 ^ Az(^ +s^Y ^ 
(3.64a) 
f ^ = 〒 . 警 + ^ ^ ^ [ 补 二 / ^ + *) — //“2 = /^-胡 
、茂人 2^ +^1 dy Az(^ 2 +^l) 
(3.64b) 
By putting (3.64a-b) back to (3.60a-b) and adding the two equations together, 
{ s , ^ s , ) ^ ^ 2 ^ - ^ [ H X z = h ^ \ ) - H X z = h - \ ) ] (3.65) 
m, A//, 
= 2 ~ ~ - - 2 ~ ~ - (3.66) 
^ Az 
And hence we end up with 
&+& dEx dH^ t^y 
^ " 7 " ^ . " ^ = f _ V ^ (3.67) 2 dt dy Az 
So, 
S. + 8^ 
A = ^ Y ^ (3.68) 
That means the permittivity for calculating tangential electric field at the interface 
should be changed to the average of the permittivities of the two interfacing layers. 
The continuity of tangential electric field at the boundary causes normal 
magnetic field components to be continuous as well. Hence, there is no need to make 
any modification to calculate normal magnetic field at the interface. If the interface is 
set to be coincide with the face of Yee's lattice in FDTD simulation, there will be no 
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normal electric field and tangential magnetic field lying exactly on the face of the 
Yee's cell. So boundary treatment at the interface between two layers is needed for 
tangential electric field components only. 
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3.6 Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) 
Besides termination by PEC for simulating a structure enclosed in a metal box, 
it is common that the structure to be simulated is of infinite extent. However, the 
available memory size of a computer is limited. In order to simulate an infinite size of 
the problem domain, the computational domain must be truncated and the outermost 
surface of it should be terminated by imposing absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). 
The function of the ABCs is to absorb outgoing waves so that there is a negligible 
amount of reflection at the boundary. The situation in an open space environment can 
then be simulated effectively. There are quite a lot of formulations of ABCs in the past 
twenty years. Famous ones are first and second order ABCs by Mur [10], 
extrapolation scheme by Liao et al. [39], superabsorption by Mei and Fang [40] and 
perfectly matched layer (PML) by Berenger [11,41]. The last one has been tested to 
give much improved absorption [42] and it is effective for plane wave incident at 
oblique angle. So PML has been used popularly as the ABCs in recent FDTD 
simulations [34,36,44]. Because of the good performance reported, PML is 
implemented as ABCs in all simulations. 
The PML technique was first proposed by J. P. Berenger in 1994 [11] for 
two-dimensional problem. He extended this formulation to three-dimensional 
problems two years later [41]. In his formulation for three-dimensional cases, the 
whole computational domain is enclosed by a fictitious layer. Maxwell's equations are 
also discretized and operated in a manner similar to that in the computational domain. 
However, there are three differences. Firstly, each field component is split into two. 
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Consequently, there are six electric field components and six magnetic field 
components. Secondly, electric conductivity a and magnetic conductivity a* are 
introduced. These conductivities increases rapidly from zero at the interface between 
PML and the computational domain to a very large value at the outer boundary ofthe 
PML, And thirdly, exponential discretization is performed instead of direct central 
difference approximation in the computational domain. Li the coming subsections, the 
basic formulation ofPML will be described. 
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A. Theory of PML in Three Dimensions 
Consider Maxwell's equations with electric and magnetic conductivities a and 
a* respectively. 
^ 
V x H = ^ - + oE (3.69a) 
dt 
V x E = - / / ^ - o " * H (3.69b) 
dt 
The two equations above can be rewritten in terms of the field components. 
dE, 口 m, dH^ 
s ~ ~ - + aE^ = (3.70a) 
dt dy dz 
/ ^ . . E j j ^ y j ^ (3.70b) 
dt dz ox 
dE, 厂 Wy dH, 门 ⑶ , 
6：~~- + crEz = (3.70c) 
dt dx dy 
/ ^ . a n J ^ y ^ (3.70d) 
dt dz dy 
, ^ . . X = f . - f . (3.70e) 
dt ox dz 
^ c x X = i i (3.70f) 
dt oy dx 
In Berenger's formulation, every field component is split into two. Each relates one 
spatial derivative only [41]. For example, the decomposition of Ex in (3.70a) will be 
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^ % - ^ . = ^ (3.71a) 
dt dy 
s ' ^ . . E ^ - ' ^ (3.71b) 
ot oz 
Also, the conductivity for each component is set differently. As a result, equations 
(3.70a-f) will be altered as 
dExv ^H,, +H^ 
" f + � f y = ^ L ^ ^ (3.72a) 
3 ^ + c x A = - ^ + " y - ) (3.72b) 
dt “ xz dz 
礼 4Hxy+Hxz) 
卞 + c x A = ” ；z (3.72c) 
dE s(Hzx+Hzv、 
" • ^ + cJxEyx = - ^ ； y) (3.72d) 
a ox 
dE ^Hy, + H\ 
1 + A x = ^ \ “ (3-72e) 
逆 机 + " 』 
' ~ ^ 女 仏 二 - " " " ^ ~ " ~ (i72f) 
礼 丄 * ^ 4五2^2~^) 八 7” 
1 — � H x y : - " ^ ^ (3-72g) 
dH * ^Ey, +Ey^) 
" _ ^ + �H x z = V “ y ) (3.72h) 
dt dz 
dH . ^E,, +E^^) 
" ~ # + � z . A � - - ^ ^ " V ^ (3.72i) 
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字 , ^ ( ^ ( 3 . 7 2 j ) 
dt ‘ dx 
厂 生 + 。 * 双 ^ _ 4 ^ J : t i (3.72k) 
^ dt 义“ dx 
dH . 4^,y + B^^) 
4 + < H z y = �' 办 ) (3.721) 
These twelve equations are the fundamental equations to be discretized and computed 
in PML. 
* * * 
To find out the setting of the conductivities (ax, cJy, o^, o^ , cjy , Qz) which will 
absorb the outgoing wave, the equations (3.72a-l) for a plane wave inside the PML are 
to be solved first. The general solutions are 
E x y : E x Z � t - — z � (3.73a) 
五 忍 二 五 功 产 … ） （3.73b) 
E y z = E y , * a " " z ) (3.73c) 
E y x = B _ e ^ a x , i z ) (3.73d) 
E z x = E z ^ x * 7 z ) (3.73e) 
方 广 五 ^ — " ) (3.73f) 
H x y = H x , * — z � (3.73g) 
H x z = H x , J — P " z � (3.73h) 
双 , 2 = 〜 产 — ） （3.73i) 
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H y x : H _ e + a x , - y z ) (3.73j) 
Hzx=H^eJ+ax-Pyi ) (3.73k) 
丑 , , = "浏产 "广议） （3.731) 
Let Eo and Ho be the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic fields respectively. Also, 
let (pex, cpey^  (pez^  ^ hx, 9hy and q>hz bc the angles the fields make with the coordinate axes 
(Figure 3.15). Substitution of(3.73) into (3.72) gives 
s S y E x ^ P H ^ W h (3.74a) 
^S,{E^ cos%, - E,^) = yH^ cosq>hy (3"4b) 
s S z E y ^ = - _ � c ^ ( P k (3.74c) 
sSx (^o COS q>,y - Ey^ ) = yH^ cos ^ (3.74d) 
eS,E,^=-PH,oo^cp,^ (3.74e) 
d y (^o cos q>ez — E,^ ) = yH^ cos q>^  (3.74f) 
^SyH,^ = aE^ cos%z (3.74g) 
购;{^0 cos 9hx -双浏)=-PE^ cos q>ey (3.74h) 
I^S;H_ = aE^ cos q>ex (3.74i) 
成 * (^o cos q>hy - H ^ ) = - 风 cos %z (3.74j) 
" < 双 械 = a E ^ cos q>ey (3.74k) 
^S;{H, c o s i - H j j 二 -PE�cos^ , , (3.741) 
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where S , = l - j ^ (3.75a) 
cos 
氺 
S : = l - y i (3.75b) 
COjU 
{u = x,y,z) 
“ z 
》 5 " " " • ' • 
z � 
X 
Figure 3.15 Angles of electric and magnetic fields make 
with the coordinate axes 
Elimination of the field magnitudes (Exyo, E _ , E^ xO, H y^o, Hy:o, H^ xo) by performing 
substitution in pairs to (3.74a-l) produces 
y B 
sZ COS q)ex = ^ COS q>hy — 7 COS ^  (3.76a) 
^z ^y 
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sZcosg),^ = | c o s ^ -+Qmq>hy (3.76c) 
^y ^x 
"^cos%, =： - ^ c o s ^ , ^ + ^ c o s g ) , , (3.76d) 
乙 Sz ^y 
u a y ^ ^ r � 
ycos^^v = -pCOSA_^ + ^oo^9ex (3.76e) 
乙 ^x ^z 
u 3 a ,1 „^rv 
-^o^^hz = -^C0S(p , , +—cos^,^ (3.76f) 
乙 Sy ^x 
E 
where Z = ~~^ is the wave impedance of PML. With the operations to (3.76a-f), the 
^0 
following relations will come out. 
cos q>ex cos q>^  + cos %y cos q>hy + cos 化 cos ^  = 0 (3.77) 
^cos^ , ^ + " ^ c o s � +^oo^qy,, 二 0 (3.78) 
� x ^y ^z 
" ^ c o s ^ + " ^ c o s � + ^ c o s ^ = 0 (3.79) 
^x ^y ^z 
«2 6^ y^ 
~ ^ + " ^ + " ^ � (3.80) 
^X^X SySy ^z^z 
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From the above four equations, expressions of the three propagation constants a, fi and 
,can be obtained. 
又 ^. 
^ cosvv cos ^  - ^ COS q>ez cos^ ^ 
a = sSx y ^ — s — — ^ Z (3.81a) 
^ cos' ^ + ^  cos' q)hy + ^  cos' ^ 
^x ^y ^z 
• c o s A , COS^ - | ^COS^, , COS^  
" = � ^ A _ _ _ ^ ^ " Z (3.81b) 
^ c o s ' 9hx + ^ c o s ' 9hy + ^ c o s ' 9tz 
^x ^y ^z 
Sy S, 
^vCOSq)ex COSq>hy " ^ c o s �c o s ^ 
r = ^ Y ^ ^ — — ^ Z (3.81c) 
^ c o s ' ^ + 0 o s 2 �+ ^ c o s ' q)j^ 
^x ^y ^z 
The three equations (3.81a-c) are then substituted back into (3.76f) and with the use of 
(3.77), 
Z = ^ . ^ (3.82) 
G V £ 
where 
^ |^y^. CQs' %x + 研凡 cos' g),y + P^ ,P^ y cos' ‘ 
6^  = 2 2 2 (丄叫 
\ %C0S q>^ +WyCO^ q),y +P7^cos ^ 
P^,=A- (fori/ = x,7,z) (3.84) 
Su 
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From (3.82) and (3.84), (3.81) can be rewritten as 
V ^ e ^z c o s � c o s ^ - % oo^9ez c o s � a = -^S^ ^ -) 2 (j.8:>a) 
G t^,cos �+p^yCOS �+P^zCOS q>hz 
fi = J ^ S 炉义 c o s ^ cos ^  - PF^  cosq>ex c o s ^ (3.85b) 
G ‘ P>'；, cos^ q)^ + PF^  cos' g),y + H/^  cos' ^ 
y 二 4 ^ C ^ 7 COS 识汉 COS q)hy - ^ x COS q),y c o s ^ ( 3 35。） 
G “ P^, cos2 q)^ + H/y cos^ qhy + K cos^ ^ 
* 
Ifthe two conductivities a and a are set according to the relation 
^ = - (3.86) 
a ju 
then Wx = Wy 二 w^ = 1 and consequently, G = 1. So the wave impedance Zin (3.82) will 
become 
Z = . ^ (3.87) V s 
which is matched to the impedance of the computational domain of permittivity and 
permeability s and [i respectively. Now let r/x, % and rjz be the angles the normal to the 
E-H plane, or the Poynting vector, makes with the coordinate axes. Then the general 
solutions for the six field components, Exy, Eyz, E^ x, H y^, Hyz and H:x can be expressed in 
the form 
j(. ^ cos T], +y cos T]y +z cos n, ^  a,cosrj, �cos"， <J^cosy, 
y/ = Wo^  c ^ — ~ ^ e — ~ 广己 — ~ 广 (3.88) 
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where c = 二 is the speed of the wave in the computational domain. It is also equal 
加 
to the speed in PML. The first exponential indicates the PML will keep the plane wave 
propagation with the angles with the x, y and z axes to be rjx, % and rjz respectively. 
The next three exponentials tell us that the magnitude of the wave is getting attenuated 
exponentially as it propagates. 
As a summary, with the setting of (3.86), the impedance match between the 
PML and the computational domain by (3.87), and the rapid attenuation of wave in 
PML by (3.88) show that it can act as an effective absorbing boundary condition to 
FDTD simulation. 
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B. Incorporation of PML as Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABCs) 
Figure 3.16 illustrates how the PML is implemented as ABCs. The 
computational domain is enclosed by PML. The outer surface of the PML is covered 
by perfect electric conductor (PEC). The function of the PML is to absorb the outgoing 
wave from the computational domain by the matched electric and magnetic 
conductivities a and u*. 
^ y<T^^^^^ff^tttt^i^y^l^ 
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Figure 3.16 (a) Actual view and (b) exploded view showing the computational 
domain enclosed by PML 
Consider a portion of the y-z plane in the middle of the computational domain 
in Fig. 3.16(b), as drawn in Figure 3.17. The electromagnetic wave along the y-
direction is reflected at the PEC, so attenuation to components is needed for the 
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variation along the j^-axis in order to get the wave reflected back to the computational 
domain to be negligible. This is done by specifying the conductivities for variation 
along the>'-axis, oy and Gy* in (3.72a,f,g,l). For the jc and z directions, since the wave at 
* 
those directions will not hit the PEC and reflected, the conductivities Gx, <Jx , a^ and 
a / , should be set to zero. For convenience, the set up of conductivities in a layer is 
* * * 
usually notated by a set of six elements (a;c,<^ x ,oy,cr^  ,a^,a^). For the computational 
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Figure 3.17 y-z section of the computational domain - PML structure 
For the edge PML case such as the one shown in Fig. 3.18, the layer PML(c) is 
covered by PEC in y and z orientations. Therefore, conductivities for the y and z 
本 本 
directions should be set to (0,0, Gy,Gy ,Gz,Gj ). 
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Figure 3.18 Conductivity set up for edge PML 
Similar arguments can be followed for the comer PMLs. All the conductivities 
should be set up because three orthogonal faces are covered by PECs. Combining 
these three cases, the conductivity set up for three-dimensional PML formulation can 
then be set as illustrated in Figure 3.19 and Table 3.1. 
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1 y^^^ 




^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ j ^ w 
國 (13) WS^T 
Figure 3.19 Computational domain covered by 26 different PMLs 
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Table 3.1 
Type PML | Conductivity Profile 
Face 1 (cxi,gxi*,0，0,0，0) 
2 (0Agvi:o^r,0.0) 
3 (CTx2,CTx2",0.0,0,0) 
4 (0，0,CTv2，av2*,0,0)  
5 (0，0，0,0，cr,i，cj/) 
6 (0,0,0,0,g^,a/)  
Edge 7 (axi,gxr,o-vi>o^vJ*AQ) 
8 (^x2,^ x2 ,gyi,cyvi ,Q,Q)  
.:.•• •. ... jj5 gf» 
9 (Ox2,CJx2 ,gy2^gy2，0’0)  
1 0 (c?xi，cr\i*,cr�2，gv2*,0，0) 
n (g?d,OScl*,0’0,Gzl,CTzl*) 
12 (OAovi,oyi ,Gzu^zi ) 
•.…./：广 ；^ ^ 
. 13 (cJx2,gx2，0,0，cy/i,crzi ) 
1 4 (0,0,gv2,CTv2*,gzl,gzl*) 
1 5 (gxi,cyxi*,0Acrz2W*) 
1 6 (0,0,CTvl,gvl*,CTz2,< *^) 
1 7 (CTx2,gx2*,0Acy/2,gz2*) 
* sk 
^ (0,0,ay2>c^ v2 ,<¾,<¾ ) 
Comer g9 (gxj ,gxiVvi,gv! *.^ zi ,cJzi *) 
* * * 
:3O (ax2>CTx2 ,gy],gyl ,gzI,gzl ) 
31 (CTx2.gx2 ,(yy2,CTy2，0Vj,0~zl ) 
‘ 遍2 (gxl>gxl ,gy2,Cy2 ,gzl,C z^l ) 
23 (CTxl,gxI ,gyl,<^vl ,<¾,<¾ ) 
* * * 
声 24 (CTx2,gx2 ,gyI,Cyvl ,gz2>Orz2 ) 
25 (<y^ ,Ox2 ,gy2,<7v2 ,<^ /2,^ 72 ) 
‘ 26 (^x],^xl ,^ y2,^ y2 ,^ z2,^ 72 ) 
* 
The electric and magnetic conductivities a and a should be raised smoothly 
from zero at the computational domain - PML interface to a very high value (7丽 at the 
outer surface which is backed by PEC. A general form of the conductivity is 
c(P) = ~ a x � f ) (3.89) 
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where p is the distance from the computational domain - PML interface and d is the 
thickness ofthe PML. n is the order, also referred to as the grating, of the PML. It was 
suggested to be 2 by Berenger first [11]. Higher order like third and fourth were tried 
by other authors and found to be better than the second order [27,43]. 
Besides the order of the PML n, the absorbing power of it can be adjusted by 
varying the thickness of the PML Smd the conductivity at the PEC c w Thicker PML 
will let the wave be more attenuated when it travels towards and reflected back by the 
PEC in the PML. Higher maximum conductivity <7max strengthen the attenuation as 
can be seen from (3.88). While some authors set the conductivity cTmax directly [46,49], 
there are some authors who prefer to set it indirectly by the reflection coefficient R(0) 
of plane wave at normal incidence [27,43,47,48]. This coefficient is derived by 
considering the magnitude of the reflected wave at the computational domain - PML 
interface, after having travelled into the PML and reflected by the PEC (Figure 3.20). 
From (3.88) and (3.89), suppose 
Wlnadentl = y^O (3.9¾ 
then 
2 办 , p � n 
—命,』二^^ 06-^〜七 "^广 (3-91a) 
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contrary, if the grating order n and maximum conductivity amax are too low, sufficient 
attenuation would not be provided that ends up with poor absorption. So there is an 
optimal set between the thickness S, the grating order n and the maximum conductivity 
cjmax and the absorbing power should be noted before using the parameter set in the 
simulations later on. 
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C. Discretization of Maxwell's Equations in PML 
Maxwell's equations in PML (3.72) are to be discretized in computer 
simulation. This cannot be done in the uniform way as for the equations in the 
computational domain [11] because of the highly lossy behaviour by the electric and 
magnetic conductivities. This lossy medium makes the fields to attenuate 
exponentially. Instability may be the result because of their rapid decay which is 
similar to one observed in Figure 3.2. In this case, exponential discretization should be 
employed instead [27]. 
Take (3.72a) as an example, it can be rewritten as 
dE cj 1 ^H,, +H^y] 
_ ^ + _ L f = _ L . _ L ^ — — ' l l (3.94) 
dt 8 � s dy 
The solution ofthe above equation composed of two parts. The homogeneous solution 
has the form 
oy 
^ x y , h o m o g e n e o u s - ^^ (3.95) 
So it is simple to see the relationship 
C7yM 
广 1 = p —~T pn n 9 5 ) 
^ xy，homogeneous xy，homogeneous ^ • , 
The particular solution is 
' l ^H,, +H\ ] • � , ’ 1 -1¾.' 
E di =_L_A_^——'U- [e^ - dt'^K e ‘ (3.97) 
^ A y , p a r t i c u l a r ^ ^ ^ “ “ ^ ^ � , 
1 ^E^^E,^ -义 = - • • " ^ — — ^ + Ke ‘ (3.98) 
C^y ^y 
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Applying the condition 
五一“"二0) = 0 ( 浏 
we get 
E _ = J - . < ^ f ^ f l - . - " l (3.100) 
^ x y , par t i cu la r _ o , \ ^ 
^7 办 V J 
Soatt' = nAt, 
1 机 + 丑 」 1 - ⑷ 
五奸1 .1 = 丄 . _ ! ^ ^ — — ^ l - e ‘ (3.101) 
“ x y ， p a r t i c u l a r o \ ^ 
^7 ^ V / 
By summing (3.96) and (3.101), the time stepping equation can now be obtained. 
f �丄 i 1 � 1 , 1 丁 ^ H7�U,k�+ H:;:�U,k�- Hl'{i,j-l,kyH,,'{iJ-l,k) 
<( ; ,7 , i r ) = e " ^ ^ : ( . , 7 , l ) + ^ - ^ ^{l — ‘ 一 丁 乂 
(3.102) 
The other PML equations in (3.72) are discretized in this way. 
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3.7 Flowcharts 
This section gives an outline of the computer program which implements the 
FDTD algorithm (Figure 3.21 & 3.22). Firstly, the program reads the subject 
information such as the coordinates of the conductors (microstrip, bond wire，etc.) as 
well as the dielectric constants of different regions (substrate, PCB, etc.). Then the 
electric and magnetic fields in computational domain and PML are calculated. In each 
time step, computation on voltages and currents are performed and usefUl data are 





~ 3 E ^ 
y4l6adSnbject / 
/ lUiforniation / 
7 ^ ^ ~ ~ t 
FDTD & PML 
Calculation 
^ ^ 
^ ^ y ^ Simulation Time ^ ^ ^ ^ > 
<^^ 5^^  
TyEs 
(ENP ) 
Figure 3.21 Flowchart of the main program 
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( START ) 
+ 
Calculate Magnetic Field Components 
in Compntationa] 0omain 
T 
Upddte Magttetic FieW Components 
at Computational Domain - PML biterface 
T ~ 
Calculate Electric FieUJ Components 
in Computational Domain 
T 
update Electrk Field Components 




/ CalcttI^te arnJ Output / 
Z U&eftil Parameter^ 
, \ � 
( S T O P ) 
Figure 3.22 Flowchart of the subroutine that performs FDTD calculation 
and data extraction 
The accuracy of this computer program has been verified using classical 
problems with standard solutions. The results of these test structures including 
radiation from a dipole antenna [37,41], propagation characteristics of a microstrip line 
[12] and a passive microstrip circuit [45] will be presented next. 
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A. Free Space Radiation by a Dipole Antenna 
This is probably the fundamental test ofFDTD and PML calculations. Figure 
3.23 shows the situation that was simulated. At the centre of the computational 
domain, there is a dipole antenna of 2.4 mm long each. Simulations are carried out by 
setting the vertical electric fields along the dipole to zero. The antenna is excited by 
applying a sinusoidal electric field function of 30 GHz. The vertical electric field, E ,^ 
on the x-少 plane at a distance from a dipole is to be observed. ^^71 
丨 12Az H 
.‘- • '••• ••• 
丨 r c . _ N 
. . . . . . . . . , , ... 
• • •••••• . . . . . 1 1 2 A z . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
/ • ：： t^  
L 
Figure 3.23 Simulation of free space radiation of a dipole antenna 
Figure 3.24 shows the field contours at the time instant n = 2000Ar, 2050A ,^ 
21 OOA^  and 5000A/. The space and time increments are Ax = /Sy = Az = 200 ^m and At 
=0.1 ps respectively. The dimensions of the computational domain are 50 cells x 50 
cells X 60 cells. The PML is 8 cells thick with grating order of two and reflection 
coefficient at normal incidence i?(0) 二 10"^ . The persistence of circular contours and 
the symmetric numerical values obtained throughout the simulation validate the 
correctness of the program. 
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2000 Time Steps � ^050 Time Steps 
i _ : _ 
! _ ; • 
^% ~~i^ 20 i5 m~~ 50 印 0 10 20 —30 40 50 
y y 
� <^) 
2100 Time Steps 5000 Time Steps f n _ 
i J • 
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 y y 
(C) ⑷ 
Figure 3.24 Contour diagrams of vertical electric field emitted by a dipole 
antenna at various time steps (a) n = 2000A/, (b) n = 2050A/, (c) n = 2100A/ and (d) n 
=5000M 
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B. Parameters of a Microstrip Line 
In this part, the structure of interest composes of two layers and conductor on 
substrate (open microstrip). The PML technique is incorporated into the microstrip 
structure by extending the structure into the PML region (Figure 3.25). 
^.t-tr-----------r:J:^^i 
^ ^ • •* * ^ • • • m ’ m m • . m • m • • _ • • • • • • • •• • _ ^ • • • • «| 
AZ . - ' - ; . - r" ' .-•；''".•!'• 
£ 一 z.... • I ..• z • I 
m 一 '.•••'.•• " I .... z z : I 
# -'.••• 丨 . ， z Z ： , I Z : . . . . . . : |..-..Z ： I • ‘ z . : . . - . . :‘-•-? .... : I 
^^am^^-y ..:,i^ . ^^r^^^^^ ^ ,'‘•• .•‘ ^ , , 
< _ : E : ^ ^ ^ 
u^P^ 
I ： � ： J / ^ GroundPlane 
l u ：_ _ u ^ 
Figure 3.25 Microstrip structure inserted into PML region 
Above the substrate, the electric and magnetic conductivities (oo and ao*) in the PML 
region are given by (3.103). 
^ - ^ (3.103) 
CTo* fh 
Inside the substrate, since it is assumed to be nonmagnetic, the magnetic conductivity 
a is still the same as that in the air region. For the substrate with dielectric constant Sr, 
the electric conductivity should be modified as 
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The treatment at the air-dielectric interface is also the same as in the case ofinside the 
s + \ • . 
substrate except the dielectric constant Sr should be changed to ~^~~ as explained in 
Zj 
PartCofSection3.5. 
The signal strip should also be allowed to enter the PML region, in order to 
prevent reflection at the computational domain - PML boundary due to the presence of 
microstrip discontinuity there. Figure 3.26 shows two signal waveforms on the 
microstrip (thickness = 100 i^m, w/h = 1.5, Sr 二 13), taken from the normal electric field 
components just underneath the metal strip, at the points 10 cells from the source of 
excitation. Electric field source function 
V300A/)2 
f z ( r ) = , looXrJ (3.105) 
is applied at the middle position of the microstrip. The whole computational domain 
consists of 50 x 110 x 18 cells with Ax = Ay = Az = 12.5 i^m. The time increment is set 
at 10_i4 s. The PML is of 8 cell thick and the parameter amax is equal 100. The identical 
waveforms obtained, as expected due to symmetry, and the negligible reflection 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ‘ 
„ f\ ——atx = 35Ax - "--- atx=35Ax § f \ + + atx=15Ax c + + atx=15Ax 
• 0.5- / \ - i � . 5 . • ! j\ I 
% 0 -+++^ VnH"++^ i I ‘ I I 11 11 I 11 I 11 - o 0 ,m Iiimi im imm imm mi iii iiii imii -
1 I 
W W 
-0 5 1 ‘ 1 -0.5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
‘ 0 500 1000 1500 2000 0 2 4 6 8 10 
Number of Time Steps Number of Time Steps X 10 
Figure 3.26 Identical waveform result at two symmetrical positions {left) and 
good absorption observed over a long period oftime {right) verified the success of 
PML implementation of inhomogeneous media 
It has been reported [27] that the absorption power can be strengthened by 
setting higher conductivity a (or lower i^(0)) and grating order n, such as i?(0) = 10"^  
and n = 4. However, such higher settings were found inapplicable to the microstrip 
case as divergence is observed after some time (Figure 3.27). Therefore, cautions 
should be taken on the PML parameter settings to ensure stability of the computed 
results throughout the simulation. 
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X 1tT X10" 
1 1 1 1 1 — m n 1 1 — 1 1 ‘ 
1 ^ 
I o l ^ f o f - 
1 1 • I • 
2 -2- • 2 -2-
^^ 
1 -3- I I -3-
J^  -4 - • S -4-
- • -
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2,5 3 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Number of Time Steps X1 Cf Number of Time Steps X 1 0 
Figure 3.27 Simulated signal waveforms at 30 cells from the source. Left: 
Instability of the results after 25000 time steps for PML grating order of 4. 
Right: No divergence observed for second order. (Parameters set up: Ax = Ay = Az 
=125 jLm，At = 0.1 ps, Sr = 13, h = 1 mm，w/h = 7.5, R(0) = lCT^) 
Further tests were made on the parameter extraction. The methods of the 
extractions have been described in Section 3.4. Figure 3.28 and 3.29 shows the 
effective dielectric constants and characteristic impedances of two sets of microstrip 
{w!h 二 0.75 and 1) of thickness 0.1 mm and dielectric constant 13. PML of 8 cell thick, 
i?(0) = 10_4 and second order grating were used. They show good agreement with the 
ones given by Zhang et al [12]. 
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Effective Dielectric Constant ofMicrostrip Line 
12万厂 : : r -' ： 1 
I I • • ‘ ： : ; FDTD - Qjrrerrt £ource : ： ： ： FDfTD-EledricReWSourae ： 12 - :… i �‘ 0 0 ZhangelaI -jj 
\ \ I P~~L^^^ 
^^5 - :…… ! i" \ .j^^^^^^^ \ 
I 丨 丨 I w/h=15 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 ^ ^ 
I ““….….….…i 丨 - … … ^ ; p ^ . ] ^ ; ^ : : p ^ n 
S i o ^ - ： ；-.…-^•-…：• J ^ f ^ ： •； 
i ’。-. . . . ^ - y ^ 9 ^ - . . — I 
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Figure 3.28 Effective dielectric constants of two sets of microstrip lines by 
FDTD (Current source, electric field source, and the work by Zhang et aL [12]) 
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Characteristic Impedance of Microstrip Line • • 
eOp ：•• r r � r : ： : ： -•-: 
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Figure 3.29 Characteristic impedances oftwo sets of microstrip lines by FDTD 
(Current source approach and the work by Zhang et aL [12]) 
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C. Scattering Parameters of Planar Network 
This simulation example is to obtain the scattering parameters of a two port 
planar network as shown in Fig. 3.30. The substrate is 100 |im thick with dielectric 
constant 12.9. Two FDTD simulations were performed. The first one is conducted for 
an infinite microstrip feed in order to obtain the incident voltage at port 1. The second 
run is to find the scattered voltages of the actual circuit. The function of the Gaussian 
current source is 
V300A,)2 
/ ( f ) = 1 0 V ( i J (3.106) 
where Ax = Ay 二 Az = 15 i^m, At = 2 x 10'^ ^ s, R(0) = 10"^  and n = 2. The PML is also 
set to be 8 cell thick. 
^ 630 pm p, 
60^m T ^^ m 
105 ^m ^^ M 
t | p i l 
^ ^B^^^lO^m • 
：£ ^^ m 105^m 
< 450nm L ^ ^ | 4 450^m ^ 
> i i i ^ - i i i a i M i i i i ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 < 
* 960 nm * 
30 pm 
Figure 3.30 Folded open ended stub for program test 
Scattering parameters are calculated using MATLAB programs based on the 
methods mentioned in Section 3.4 and the results are presented in Figure 3.31. These 
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data are compared with the ones obtained by HP MOMENTUM and from UNISIM 
simulations [45]. It is clear from the figure that the three sets of curves are in good 
agreement. 
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Figure 3.31 Magnitudes (top) and phase angles (bottom) ofthe s-parameters for 
the folded open stub in Figure 3.30 
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3.8 Summary 
There are a number of ways in realizing the source such as electric field source, 
ideal current source and lumped source models. In order to prevent the reflection due 
to source mismatch over a wide range of frequency, ideal current source approach are 
employed in the simulations ofIC packages to be described later. Gaussian function is 
usually used in the excitation to approximate the impulse function so that the base band 
frequency response can be obtained in a single run. Also, the smooth transition of 
Gaussian function prevents the spurious and perhaps unstable results. Parameters like 
voltage, current, effective dielectric constant, characteristic impedance and scattering 
parameters can be calculated from the field quantities thus obtained. 
Berenger's PML is chosen because it provides a better and more efficient 
absorbing boundary for waves propagating in any angle. The grating order n and the 
reflection factor at normal incidence i^(0) are set after considering the absorption 
requirement, the memory and time affordability and also the stability persistence as 
revealed in the simulation of inhomogeneous space. 
The FDTD code has been tested on a number of different structures to ensure 
that the numerical accuracy is acceptable. 
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Chapter 4 
EFFECTS OF GROUND VIA ALLOCATION 
4.1 Introduction 
Packages of integrated circuits come in various types, sizes and grounding 
schemes. The inexpensive one used by low frequency IC vendors consists of a 
conducting paddle (a term for the metal base of the package [8]) surrounded by an 
array of leads. Some of these leads connect the paddle to the ground plane of the 
motherboard through vias in the motherboard substrate. This type of package is 
difficult to use at microwave frequencies due to the lead inductance separating the 
MMIC ground from the motherboard ground. The method to tackle this problem is to 
connect the paddle to the motherboard ground plane through via holes placed directly 
undemeath the paddle as in Figure 4.1. These ground vias have a direct influence on 
the performance of MMICs, and its effects are mainly determined by the number and 
locations of the via holes present. Low ground inductances can be established by 
adding more via holes but this will increase the cost of the motherboard. In this 
chapter, we investigate, by FDTD simulations and experiments, the effects of poor 
grounding and optimal allocation of ground vias on the performances of packaged 
MMICs. 
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The configuration being studied here (Fig. 4.1) comprises a PCB substrate of 
0.8 mm thick (dielectric constant = 4.1)，input/output microstrip feed-line of 1.6 mm 
wide, an MMIC ground paddle (16 mm x 8 mm), a simplified MMIC (a thru-line) 
which is made of Duroid material (4.8 mm x 4.8 mm x 0.8 mm, dielectric constant = 
10.2), and several via holes connecting the paddle directly to the ground plane of the 
printed circuit board. In order to facilitate experimental verification, the dimensions of 
the module used here is about two to three times larger than the actual size of a typical 
MMIC. The gap between the ground paddle and the feed-line is approximately 1.2 mm 
long. The width of the MMIC thru-line is 1.6 mm and is connected to the feed-line of 
the PCB by two metallic strips of 1.6 mm wide. 
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Figure 4.1 Packaged IC on PCB 
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4.2 Simulation and Experimental Results 
For computer simulation purposes, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain 
method described previously is employed for its versatility. The structure under 
consideration is discretized with rectangular Yee's cell of uniform size (Ax = Ay = 0.4 
mm, Az = 0.2 mm). The simulation time step is set equal to 0.544 ps. Perfectly 
Matched Layer (PML) of 8 cell thick has been used to terminate the computational 
domain. The grating order and theoretical reflection coefficient at normal incidence 
R(0) of the PML are set equal to 2 and 10"^ , respectively. Gaussian current source is 
applied at 30 cells away from Port 1. 
r^-300ArV 
/(t) = 150 X ^ " ^ ~ ^ J (4.1) 
Due to structural symmetry, magnetic wall conditions (3.57) can be placed along the 
plane of symmetry (Figure 3.12). Consequently, only half of the field components in 
the domain are needed to be calculated and stored. The ground via is modelled as a 
filled cubic metal column of dimensions 0.8 nun x 0.8 mm x 0.8 mm. Photographs of 
the circuits that has been constructed for the experiment are shown in Figure 4.2. The 
s-parameters of these prototypes are measured using the network analyzer with SMA 
connectors. 
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Figure 4.2 Experimental set up 
Figure 4.3 - 4.5 show the measured (dashed-line) and simulated (solid line) s-
parameters of the composite structure (PCB - MMIC) with different configurations of 
ground vias allocation. These figures indicate that good agreement is obtained 
between the two sets of data. Furthermore, it can be observed from Fig. 4.3 that the 
transmission coefficient (¾) is seriously degraded at about 4.5 GHz, when the ground 
vias are placed at the comers of the paddle. In addition, poor grounding design can 
also affect the high frequency behaviour of MMIC, as the return currents must flow 
along the paddle to the via holes. 
The resonance effect can be explained by the fact that modes of wave 
propagation between the paddle and the PCB ground may be sustained. (Fig. 4.6-4.7) 
The paddle acts like a rectangular microstrip resonator with shorting posts at both 
ends. Based upon this argument, the estimated resonant frequency (4.2 GHz) of the 
paddle can be found to be very close to the observed value (wavelength for the 
fundamental resonant mode is 28.8 mm). Note that the paddle resonance will appear at 
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around 9 GHz if an MMIC of realistic size is used. This phenomenon is fUrther 
confirmed by examining two similar structures: one with a short paddle length (Fig. 
4.4); and one with the vias placed mush closer to the MMIC chip (Fig. 4.5). 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Experiment set up, (b) measured (dashed) and simulated (solid) 
s-parameters, for ground posts at the corner of the paddle 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Experiment set up, (b) measured (dashed) and simulated (solid) 
s-parameters, for ground posts at the corner of the shorter paddle 
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Figure 4.7 Fundamental resonant mode for ground vias close to the feed-line 
Consequently, paddle resonance is shown to be an influential factor on the 
design of packaging as observed in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. Slightly wider (Fig. 4.8a, 
4.9a) and longer (Fig. 4.8b, 4.9b) paddle were also simulated. It can be seen from Fig. 
4.8 and 4.9 that paddle resonance is more affected by transverse dimension of the 
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Figure 4.8 (b) Comparison of s-parameters with different width for corner 
vias (solid: L = 16 mm, D = 14.4 mm; dashed: L = 17.6 ram, D = 16 mm) 
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Figure 4.9 (b) Comparison of s-parameters with different width for vias near 
the conducting path (solid: L = 16 mm; dashed: L = 17.6 mm) 
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Good grounding condition can be achieved by placing more via holes as in 
Figure 4.10-4.12 but this will increase the cost of the motherboard. Further 
investigation indicates that (Figure 4.13) it is sufficient to place one set of via holes 
near the central region and another set of via holes close to the comers ofthe paddle for 
good grounding termination. A fairly smooth transmission response is observed up to 
around 10 GHz. The principle behind is to kill the paddle resonance mentioned 
previously by adding shorting posts in the middle of the paddle. In order to 
demonstrate that this idea would also work for a structure of realistic size, simulated 
results (Fig. 4.14-4.16) are obtained for a paddle size of 2.4 mm x 4.8 mm. The 
dimensions of the die has reduced to 1.6 mm x 1.6 mm x 0.2 mm. The width of the 
metallic strip on the die is 200 i^m. Good transmission response is observed up to 
about 30 GHz. 
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Figure 4.12 Simulated s-parameters where the paddle is well grounded 
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Figure 4.14 (to be continued) 
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Figure 4.15 (to be continued) 
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4.3 Equivalent Circuit Modelling 
In this section, equivalent circuit models for the structure previously studied is 
constructed using transmission lines and lumped components available in commercial 
software tool (HP MDS). 
To start with, the composite structure (the region occupied by the MMIC): 
thru-line, substrate, ground paddle, motherboard and ground plane is modelled using 
broadside coupled line elements. Li addition，multiple subsections have been adopted 
because of the distributed nature of the circuits (Fig. 4.18). 
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Figure 4.17 Broadside coupled line model for the network inside the IC 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, a change in magnetic field at the discontinuity is 
usually modelled as an inductor, while a change in electric field at the discontinuity is 
represented by a capacitor. It has been reported that the bond wire could be modelled 
by a combination of series inductor and shunt capacitor [2,22]. Similarly, the lead can 
be modelled by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.19. In addition, the coupling 
between the feed-line and the ground paddle is modelled by a gap element. 
^ ^ P > ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w 
^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ f e 
k 
• I _ ~ n m _ _ , 
Z2 阵 斗 Zi 
Cc Co 
Ground Paddle  
Figure 4.19 Equivalent circuit model for the pin 
To begin with, the values of the lumped elements were estimated first. From 
[6], the inductor of the lead is about 1 nH, so Li is set to be that value. The capacitor 
Cc represents the capacitance of part of the elevated section of the lead, which lies 
above the gap between the paddle and the PCB feed-line. Its value was roughly 
estimated by considering a series connection of two capacitors as drawn in Figure 4.20. 
The dimensions of the plate in each capacitor is 16 mm x 1.2 mm. As a result, the 
value of Cc is calculated to be 0.17 pF. As some of the energy propagating out of the 
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die along the lead will enter the PCB and reflected back by the ground plane, the 
capacitor Co is added as shown in Figure 4.19. The value was taken the same as Cc. 
The final values of L[, Cc and Q> were determined by a trial and error approach in 
subsequent simulations. The MDS model of the complete structure as well as the 
corresponding simulation results with Li = 1 nH, Cc = 0.25 pF and Co == 0.375 pF are 
depicted in Figure 4.22. These values will be kept throughout the MDS simulations. 
In the first simulation, no via hole is present underneath the paddle in order to search 
for the best values of these components. It can be observed from the diagram that good 
agreement is achieved between the two sets of curves (HP MDS & FDTD). Either one 
of the three elements Li, Cc and Cn cannot be ignored as shown in Figure 4.21a-d. 
^ ^ ^ ^ £ r i 
^W^m : 
Figure 4.20 Representation of elevated part of the lead above the gap by series 
connection of two capacitors 
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In the second simulation, two additional via holes are inserted to the middle of 
the paddle. For MDS simulation, the ground via is represented by a shunt inductor of 
0.275 nH. 
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In the third simulation, a total of four via holes are used for grounding purposes 
(Figure 4.5). The value of the ground inductor is 0.23 nH, which is slightly different 
from the previous one. 
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In the fourth simulation (Figure 4.3), four ground vias are placed at the comers 
of the paddle (Via hole inductance = 0.23 nH). 
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^ ^ - ^ = ^ ' ^ ^ ^ f e Chapter 4: Effects of Ground Via Allocation 
In the last simulation, the optimal configuration for placing the ground vias 
suggested previously is considered (Fig. 4.13). This is simply the superposition of the 
last two cases. 
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I: ^ ^ ^ ^ Chapter 4: Effects ofGround Via Allocation 
The results shown here indicate that the equivalent circuit simulation is good 
for modelling the structure. In these simulations, the coupling between the lead and 
the paddle has been neglected. 
4.4 Summary 
Li this chapter, the advantage of using a full-wave tool in simulating the effects 
of ground vias on the performances of MMICs is demonstrated and experimentally 
verified. The transverse resonance set up by the via holes and the ground paddle are 
also highlighted. In addition, practical ways to eliminate the paddle resonance based 
upon effective grounding design is presented. 
Finally, the complexities of modelling the package using equivalent circuit 
representations have been described. These include the lead connecting the substrate 
and the feed-line on the motherboard, the effect of paddle and the via holes, and the 
MMIC substrate. An important feature of this model is that it correctly predicts that 
packaged circuit performance depends on the paddle ground location and not only the 
number of grounding vias (grounding inductance) present. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main achievements of this research work are summarized as follows: 
1. A computer program that can be used to study the circuit performance ofpackaged 
devices is developed based on the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method and 
Perfectly Matched Layer concept. 
2. The effects of good ground termination has been investigated by both computer 
simulation and experiments. An optimal configuration of ground vias location is 
proposed to extend the useful frequency range ofthe package used. 
3. Equivalent circuit model of the package including MMIC substrates, lead 
connection, paddle and via holes have been developed. This model predicted 
correctly that the circuit performance depends on both the location and the number 
of grounding vias. 
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^^^^^^^^^^ Chapter 6: Recommendation for Future Work 
Chapter 6 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK 
1. So far, only an open structure has been studied. However, in practice, the circuit is 
usually embedded inside a plastic package which may introduce undesirable 
parasitics and resonance. Hence, further investigation is necessary. 
2. To design an improved version of the die-to-motherboard connection to extend the 
operating range of the package. Suggested methods like the use of tapered lead. 
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